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aerodynamic drag of roof-mounted
insulators for trains
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Abstract

This paper presents the results of experimental investigations on the aerodynamic drag of roof-mounted insulators for

use on low- and high-speed trains. Wind tunnel investigations at different Reynolds numbers in the subcritical, critical,

and supercritical flow regime were performed, in addition to investigations using wall-mounted cylinders. Furthermore,

the impact of insulator sheds made of flexible material was analyzed. For a better understanding of the aerodynamic

behavior of the insulators when mounted on trains, different boundary conditions representing realistic configurations as

found on the roof of trains were simulated. From the measured drag, the energy demand to overcome the aerodynamic

resistance of different types of insulators was calculated. Depending on the above mentioned boundary conditions, a

noticeable contribution of the insulators to the entire train’s aerodynamic drag could be observed. With flexible insulator

sheds, a further increased air resistance was observed with the onset of fluttering. Similar to the cylinder, the aero-

dynamic behavior of the insulators depends on the respective Reynolds number.
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Introduction

The aerodynamic drag of trains contributes to about
20–50% of its energy demand, depending on the
train’s shape and speed.1–3 In case of uncovered roof
equipment, the pantograph and associated elements,
such as insulators and surge arresters, are responsible
for about 8% of the aerodynamic drag, depending
predominantly on the number of elements and their
arrangement on the roof.4–7

To the knowledge of the authors, so far only the
pantograph itself has been investigated in detail with
regard to its drag characteristics, while the insulators
are supposed to behave in the same way as wall-
mounted cylinders. Detailed investigations of such
cylinders under different inflow conditions were per-
formed, for example by Rosemeier,8 Farivar,9 Sumner
et al.,10 and Wang et al.11 A good overview of further
work was collected by Pattenden et al.12 As observed
for cylinders of quasi-infinite length,13,14 for finite
wall-mounted cylinders, a critical Reynolds number
ReD,crit (�u1 D/n, with u1 being the free-stream velo-
city, D the diameter, and n the fluid viscosity) can as
well be found, dividing the flow into different regimes.
With ReD,crit� 1 – 2� 105 this critical Reynolds

number for finite cylinders is about the same as for
infinite cylinders11,15 and is very sensitive to free-
stream turbulence and surface roughness.14 Below
this critical Reynolds number, a subcritical flow
regime characterized by laminar boundary layer flow
and periodic alternating vortex shedding is found.13

The drag coefficient CD (�FD/pdynA, with FD being
the drag force normalized by the dynamic pressure
pdyn and a reference area A) in this regime is nearly
constant. In the critical regime, up to about
ReD� 4� 105, a rapid decrease of the drag coefficient
can be observed, due to a transition of the boundary
layer and turbulent reattachment.14 Above
ReD� 4� 105, a supercritical regime exists, character-
ized by a fully turbulent boundary layer flow and less
regular vortex shedding behavior. The drag coefficient
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again is nearly constant but at a significantly lower
level than in the subcritical regime.15,16 The distinct
Reynolds number impact on the drag coefficient
found for the bare cylinder has not been investigated
for insulators or finned cylinders so far. Therefore,
this is one aim of the current study.

The application of fins on cylinders of quasi-
infinite length (as shown for a finite cylinder in
Figure 4) has been mainly studied to investigate
the impact of the fins on the vortex shedding and a
possible flow stabilization.17–19 McClure et al.20 inten-
sively studied the effect of fins with different spacing on
the flow around an infinite cylinder. They showed that
the flow around the finned cylinder is similar to the one
around a bare cylinder. When the spacing between the
fins s is larger than s/D1> 0.4, the flow structures
(vortex shedding frequency, wake width and length)
are similar to the ones of a bare cylinder with inner
diameter D1 (cf. Figure 4). For smaller spacing, the
flow structures approach the ones of a bare cylinder
with outer/fin diameter D2. As fins are added to the
base cylinder, the mean drag coefficient initially
increases approximately linearly with increasing fin
density. At s/D1�0.1, a maximum (with a drag increase
of about 100%) is reached and for closer spacing the
drag coefficient appears to decrease again.

For the evaluation of the aerodynamic characteris-
tics of finned cylinders, a meaningful definition of ref-
erence quantities for the calculation of nondimensional
flow parameters, as e.g. the Reynolds number, is
required. Based on the evaluation of the Strouhal
number similarity, Mair et al.17 suggested the use of
an effective diameter Deff

Deff ¼ D1 þ
t

s
D2 �D1ð Þ ð1Þ

with D1 being the inner diameter, D2 the outer/fin
diameter (as shown in Figure 4), and t the thickness
of the fins. McClure et al.20 suggested the use of more
complex definitions taking into account also the
boundary layer evolving on the fins. So far, all studies
using finned cylinders have been performed in the sub-
critical Reynolds number regime.

Since the insulators are located on the roof of the
train, the surrounding flow depends on the speed of
the train and the boundary layer developing along the
train. In addition, upstream elements can have an influ-
ence on the flow. Because the driving speed can be very
different in case of a commuter or high-speed train, or in
case of scaled model investigations, the Reynolds
number impact is of interest. The boundary layer devel-
opment along a train’s roof is very dependent on its
geometry and a general statement on the expected
boundary layer thickness and profile therefore is difficult.
Investigations by Takaishi21 showed that on a smooth
train the boundary layer thickness d99 on the first 1–2
cars can be expected to be in the range of d99�0.2–0.5m,
while on cars 7–8 d99� 1–2m. On less streamlined trains,

an increased boundary layer thickness can be expected.22

In case of shielding, cavities, etc., the near-wall momen-
tum flux is further reduced, decreasing the aerodynamic
forces on the respective element.23 This being said, a
number of different boundary conditions need to be
investigated to evaluate the respective aerodynamic
drag of an insulator mounted on a train roof.

This paper presents the results of investigations
using different wall-mounted insulators and cylinders
at subcritical, critical, and supercritical Reynolds
number regimes. Different upstream flow conditions,
i.e. boundary layer profiles and thicknesses, were ana-
lyzed. Furthermore, the impact of flexible insulator fins
(in the following called sheds) was investigated. Flexible
materials, such as silicone, are becoming more and
more of use on train insulators due to safety reasons,
reduced soiling, and improved insulation properties.
However, under the influence of the head wind, the
flexible sheds are expected to flutter. In order to evalu-
ate such effects, different insulators with flexible sheds
have been investigated in the wind tunnel.

Experimental setup

The investigations were performed in the high-speed
test section of the large wind tunnel of the Hermann-
Föttinger Institute of the Technical University of
Berlin. The test section has a cross-section area of
2m� 1.4m (width�height) and a length of 5m.
The maximum flow velocity in the test section was
about 70m/s. In the empty test section, the turbulence
level was below 1%. The object under investigation
was mounted on a six-component balance (ME
K6D80, 1 kN range, accuracy 0.1%) placed under-
neath the wind tunnel (Figure 1). In order to easily
exchange the investigation object, a connection plate
on which the objects could be mounted was installed
1.5mm above the wind tunnel floor. The drag of the
single plate has been measured for all configurations
and was subtracted from the drag of the investigation
objects. A boundary layer rake as shown in Figure 1
was utilized to analyze the boundary layer thickness
at the measurement location. The pitot tubes of the
rake were connected to 2 kPa differential sensors
(SensorTechnics HDO series, accuracy 0.2%). The
static reference pressure was taken from a Prandtl
tube, which has been installed 0.2m upstream the
measurement position at 0.25m distance from the
upper wall, thus being safely outside the wall bound-
ary layer. The Prandlt tube was also used to detected
the flow velocity. The dynamic pressure pdyn of the
Prandtl tube was measured by a Baratron of type
MKS 220CD-00100D2BS, with a range of �10 kPa
and an accuracy of 0.15%. The flow velocity u was
calculated from the dynamic pressure using

u ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

�
pdyn

s
ð2Þ
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The air density � was determined from the humid-
ity, temperature, and pressure measured inside the
wind tunnel. All data were recorded using 16 Bit
9223 cDAQ modules from National Instruments with
a sampling frequency of 10 kHz over a time span of
25 s. For the subsequent analysis, all data were aver-
aged. The uncertainty for CD was calculated to be
within �1% for Re> 4� 105 and within� 5% for
lower Reynolds numbers, due to the precision of the
force sensor. The uncertainty for the Reynolds
number is within �0.3%.

In order to simulate different flow situations as can
be found on trains, spires to increase the boundary
layer thickness and a generic roofbox, mounted at
different locations upstream the investigation objects,
were used (Figures 2 and 3). The spires were designed
according to Irwin,24 aiming at generating a (turbu-
lent) boundary layer thickness of 0.5m. The roofbox
was designed based on typical dimensions as found
for different types of trains.

Insulators of different shapes and materials, such as
cycloaliphatic epoxy resin (CER) or different types of

silicone coating (high-temperature-vulcanizing [HTV],
room-temperature-vulcanizing [RTV], liquid silicone
rubber [LSR]), were investigated (Figures 4 and 5 and
Table 1). In order to compare the insulator’s drag coef-
ficient to the drag coefficient of simple cylinders, com-
parative investigations using cylinders with the inner and
outer diameters of one specific insulator were conducted
(Figure 4). Table 1 gives the dimensions of the different
objects. For the insulators, in case of conical shapes the
average diameter is given. The effective diameterDeff was
calculated by dividing the projected frontal area Aproj by
the object’s height H (Table 1). With regard to the non-
homogenous distribution of the sheds, this approach
appeared to be more appropriate than using equation
(1) to ensure good comparability of different geometries.

Results

Velocity profiles

Figure 6 shows the velocity profiles measured at
x¼ 0 and y¼ 0 along the z-axis (cf. Figure 3).

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Experimental setup for (a) force measurements and (b) boundary layer measurements.

Figure 2. Dimensions of the spires (left) and the generic roofbox (right).
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The boundary layer thickness d99 is 0.12m in the
empty test section (undisturbed flow) and 0.48m
with the spires installed upstream. The latter approxi-
mately represents the roof boundary layer thickness
found on the second or third car of a train,21,22

depending very much on the train’s shape. The
boundary layer profile can be estimated using a the-
oretical power law formula25

u zð Þ

u1
¼

z

�99

� �1
n

ð3Þ

On the roof of trains, the velocity profiles corres-
pond to the theoretical profiles when using n¼ 7 to
n¼ 11.22,26,27 Figure 6 shows that the velocity profile
generated by the spires approximately agrees with the

theoretical profile for n¼ 7. The boundary layer
profiles generated by the roofbox at x1 (2.5m
upstream the insulator) are similar to the profile gen-
erated by the spires, whereas the wake depression
becomes more pronounced. At closer distance of the
roofbox to the measurement location, the momentum
in proximity of the wall is significantly reduced, and at
x3 (0.5m upstream the insulator) even backwash can
be assumed. Since the pressure rake did not allow for
the measurement of u< 0, the exact velocity profile for
x3 in wall proximity could not be investigated. The
velocity profile for the roof box at position x2 quali-
tatively agrees with the results presented by
Carnevale28 for a comparable situation. Therefore, it
can be assumed that the generated velocity profiles do
not represent the different flow states on a train roof

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)
(f)

Figure 3. Setup dimensions for different boundary conditions: (a) undisturbed flow; (b) with spires; (c) roofbox at x1; (d) roofbox at

x2; (e) roofbox at x3; (f) top-view of roofbox at x2. Dashed lines indicate configuration of ‘‘roofbox x2 side’’.

Figure 4. Insulator 1 with inner diameter D1 and outer diameter D2 and generic cylinders with respective diameters.
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exactly, but to a good approximation. All velocity
profiles were measured at 30m/s and 60m/s wind
tunnel speed in order to evaluate the Reynolds
number dependency of the respective flow pattern.
Except for smaller variations in the velocity profiles
measured close to the roofbox (i.e. x2, x3), no depend-
ency on the Reynolds number, i.e. the flow velocity
could be observed. Therefore, the flow conditions
within the different boundary conditions investigated
were supposed to be comparable at all Reynolds num-
bers investigated.

Drag coefficients

The drag coefficient CD of the cylinders and the rigid
insulators plotted against the Reynolds number is

shown in Figure 9. The drag coefficient is given by

CD ¼
Fx

pdynAproj
ð4Þ

with Fx being the force in the flow direction, pdyn the
dynamic pressure as detected by the Prandtl-tube, and
Aproj the projected cross-sectional area of the respect-
ive object. The Reynolds number is defined using the
effective diameter Deff (Table 1)

ReD,eff ¼
uDeff

�
ð5Þ

with u being the flow velocity measured by the Prandtl
tube. Figure 7 shows the drag coefficient measured for

Figure 5. Investigated insulators: Insulator 2 (rigid resin); Insulator 3 (rigid resin); Insulator 4 (semi-rigid silicone); Insulator 5 (soft

silicone); Insulator 6 (soft silicone). Insulator 1 is shown in Figure 4.

Table 1. Dimensions and properties of the different insulators and cylinders studied (overline indicates averaged values).

Object D1 (m) D2 (m) H (m) Aproj (m2)

Deff (m)

(Deff¼ Aproj/H) H/Deff Material

Cylinder 0.09 – 0.32 0.030 0.09 3.5 PVC

Cylinder 0.22 – 0.32 0.070 0.22 1.4 PVC

Insulator 1 0.09 0.21 0.32 0.035 0.11 2.9 CER

Insulator 2 0.11 0.19 0.32 0.040 0.13 2.5 CER

Insulator 3 0.11 0.18 0.30 0.037 0.12 2.5 CER

Insulator 4 0.17 0.28 0.25 0.051 0.20 1.3 HTV

Insulator 5 0.15 0.27 0.23 0.047 0.20 1.2 RTV

Insulator 6 0.10 0.18 0.55 0.067 0.12 4.6 LSR

CER: cycloaliphatic epoxy resin; PVC: polyvinyl chloride; HTV: High-Temperature-Vulcanizing silicone; RTV: Room-Temperature-Vulcanizing silicone;

LSR: Liquid Silicone Rubber.
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the cylinder with different H/D ratios and boundary
layer thicknesses, compared to the results presented
by Wang et al.11 and Sumner et al.10 The results cor-
respond well with respect to theH/D ratio and bound-
ary layer thickness. As expected, the drag coefficient
experiences a drastic change when exceeding a critical
Reynolds number of ReD,eff> 1–2� 105 and drops
from CD, subcritical & 0.74 (0.72 for the thicker cylin-
der) to CD, supercritical¼ 0.34 (with thin boundary layer
thickness applied). With increased boundary layer
thickness (and probably turbulence in the near-wall
flow), the laminar-turbulent transition shifts towards
lower Reynolds numbers in the same way as observed
by Wang et al.11 As found by other studies,10 an
increase in the H/D ratio also increases the drag coef-
ficient because a larger part of the object is exposed to

the undisturbed flow. The strong impact of the aspect
ratio becomes apparent when comparing the results
for H< d99 to the ones obtained by Wang et al.11 The
drag coefficient in the subcritical regime in the current
study is significantly lower, even though the boundary
layer profiles at the measurement position appear to
be quite similar (cf. Figure 8). To a certain amount,
the deviations at very low Reynolds numbers might as
well be a result of measurement uncertainties for the
very low forces in both studies.

Figure 9(a) shows the drag coefficient of the rigid
insulators compared to the cylinder. Similar to the
cylinder, the drag coefficient appears to be affected
by the transition of laminar to turbulent flow.
However, the change appears to be less sudden and
the supercritical state probably could not be achieved

Figure 7. Drag coefficient of cylinders with different H/D ratios and boundary layer thicknesses plotted over the Reynolds number,

compared to the results by Wang et al.11* and Sumner et al.10þ.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Measured and calculated boundary layer profiles: (a) for ‘‘undisturbed flow’’ and ‘‘spires’’ configuration and (b) ‘‘roofbox’’

configurations.
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with the velocities applied. In general, the application
of the sheds increases the drag coefficient slightly.

Figure 9(b) shows the drag coefficient for the insu-
lators with flexible sheds. It can be seen that the drag
coefficient again behaves qualitatively similar to the
one of the cylinder. The drag coefficient of Insulator
4 (HTV) behaves similar to the ones of the rigid

insulators and confirms that the supercritical drag
with fins or sheds applied seems to be less decreased
than for a bare cylinder. For the insulators with the
very soft sheds (Insulators 5 and 6), the drag starts
to increase strongly above a certain flow speed.
This increase is due to the onset of fluttering of the
sheds as can be observed in Figure 10. The displace-
ment Dz of the sheds has been analyzed by video
monitoring over a time span of 25 s using a GoPro
Hero4 at a framerate of 120 fps. The average max-
imum peak amplitude Dz/2 normalized by the pro-
jected shed radius r* for different flow velocities is
shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that the strongest
displacement appears at maximum flow momentum
conditions, i.e. the thin boundary layer case and the
laterally displaced roofbox. For Insulator 4, no dis-
placement could be observed (a slow onset might
be indicated by the slight drag increase at highest
flow speed), making it a rigid-body reference for
Insulator 5. Unfortunately, for a more detailed ana-
lysis of the oscillation frequencies, both the camera
and the balance appeared to have either too low reso-
lution or stiffness. Therefore, only average quantities
could be discussed.

Figure 12(a) to (c) shows the influence of the dif-
ferent upstream boundary conditions. For all insula-
tors, a decrease of the critical Reynolds number, i.e.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Drag coefficient of (a) cylinder and rigid insulators and (b) flexible insulators in ‘‘undisturbed flow’’ configuration.

Figure 8. Boundary layer profiles as measured in the current

study and that given by Wang et al.11
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Figure 10. Snapshots of the shed displacement of Insulator 5 in undisturbed flow (a–f) and Insulator 6 in undisturbed flow (g–i) and

behind roofbox x3 (j).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. Shed displacement for (a) Insulator 5 (r*/D1&0.4) and (b) Insulator 6 (r*/D1&0.5); (c) sketch of insulator sheds.
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an earlier laminar-turbulent transition, can be
observed with increasing boundary layer thickness
(and probably near-wall turbulence). This observation
agrees with the findings of Wang et al.11 Generally,
the drag coefficient decreases when the near-wall
momentum flux is reduced, regardless of whether
the spires or the roofbox are applied. In case of the
smallest roofbox distance (x3), the backflow, as indi-
cated in Figure 6, even causes a negative drag for the
insulators with very low height (i.e. I5, cf. Figure 5).
The drag increase due to oscillation of the sheds in all
cases corresponds well with the amplitude observa-
tions presented in Figure 11. The lateral displaced
roofbox (x2 side) seems to have nearly no shielding
effect.

In case of insulators, which are partly covered
by an upstream roofbox, only the sheltered sheds
oscillate less than under free-stream conditions
(Figure 10(j)). From the force and momentum

measurement of Insulator 6, the presence of the back-
wash in case of the roofbox at position x3 (0.5m
upstream the insulator) could be confirmed, as the
ratio of My/Fx increases by approximately 12% com-
pared to the uniform flow conditions. The reversed
flow direction in the lower part of the insulator
increased the momentum around the y-axis.

Figure 13 also compares the lift coefficient (defined
according to equation (4) using Fz instead of Fx) mea-
sured for Insulators 4 and 5. It can be seen, that the
lift coefficient of the rigid and flexible variant behaves
very similar to the drag coefficient. With the onset of
shed oscillation, an increase of the lift can be observed
as well. However, the lift coefficient appears to reach a
maximum slightly below the maximum speed investi-
gated and afterwards starts to decrease again, inde-
pendent of the investigated boundary layer thickness.
The absolute value of the lift coefficient might not be
completely accurate due to influence of the connection

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12. Drag coefficient at different boundary conditions of (a) cylinders and Insulator 1 (rigid), (b) Insulator 4 (semi-rigid) and

Insulator 5 (flexible), and (c) Insulator 6 (flexible).
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plate. Still, the impact of the shed material becomes
clearly apparent.

Impact on train energy demand

In the previous section, it was shown that the drag
coefficient of an insulator strongly depends on bound-
ary conditions such as upstream flow conditions and
flow speed. Furthermore, it could be seen that the
drag coefficient increases if the insulator exhibits flex-
ible sheds, fluttering excited by the flow. Figure 14
shows the required power P to overcome the aero-
dynamic resistance of the insulators at the respective
velocity vtrain

P ¼ FD � vtrain ¼ CD
�

2
Av3train ð6Þ

It can be seen that the power demand of the flexible
Insulator 5 for velocities above 130km/h is about 50%
higher than for the nearly rigid Insulator 4, almost
independent of the upstream boundary layer thickness
and hence position on the train (as long as the insu-
lator is not completely shielded by upstream roof

equipment), Figure 14(a). In Figure 14(b), the power
demand for Insulator 6 compared to a fictive rigid
variant 6* is shown. The additional power required
due to the oscillating sheds can be assumed to be
about 25% at highest velocity, while below 200 km/h
no impact can be seen. Therefore, when directly
exposed to the flow around a fast train, insulators
with flexible sheds can significantly increase the
required power to overcome the aerodynamic drag
associated with the roof equipment. The proportion
of the aerodynamic drag of a single insulatora in rela-
tion to the amount of the total train is given in Table
2, based on the drag coefficients measured for the
respective velocity. Two types of trains are con-
sidered: one running at a top speed of 160 km/h
(regional/commuter train) and one at 200 km/h
(inter-city train). The average velocity of the trains
is calculated using vave¼ 0.5�vmax for the regional
train (¼80 km/h) and vave¼ 0.65�vmax for the inter-
city train (¼130 km/h), based on the relations given
by Ihme29 and Garcia.30 For both trains an aero-
dynamic drag coefficient of CD,train¼ 1 is assumed,
which approximately corresponds to the drag coeffi-
cient of a 200m long inter-city or 120m long regional

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Required power at different train speeds for rigid-shed (Insulators 4 and 6*) and flexible-shed (Insulators 5 and 6)

insulators (see note ‘a’) for different boundary layer thicknesses.

Figure 13. Lift coefficient of Insulator 4 (semi-rigid) and Insulator 5 (flexible) at different boundary conditions.
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train.31 The reference area both for train and insula-
tors was set to A¼ 10m2. It can be seen that a single
insulator generates approximately 0.1–0.6% of the
total train’s aerodynamic resistance (and thus aero-
dynamic energy consumption) at average speed,
strongly depending on its size and position on the
train. Since the boundary layer thickness at the end
of a 200m long train probably exceeds the one con-
sidered in the current investigations, the drag contri-
bution of elements placed at rear cars is likely to be a
little below the values given in Table 2. Still these data
can be used to get an impression about the expected
drag generated by roof insulators. Exemplary two
trains will be considered based on the data given in
Table 2. The regional train BR425 (average speed
80 km/h) in double-traction is about 120m long and
in this configuration exhibits approximately 36 insu-
lators of types 1 and four of type 4. For simplification,
all of them are considered to be in the ‘‘roofbox x2’’
position. The aerodynamic resistance of the insulators
then is approximately 6% of the total train’s aero-
dynamic drag. At the average speed of 80 km/h, flex-
ible insulator sheds would probably not cause any
difference (compare Insulators 4 and 5, Table 2).
The inter-city train BR411 (average speed 130 km/h)
also has a length of about 200m. Fourteen insulators
of type 1 are placed around the pantographs as well as
four insulators of type 4, which are considered as
‘‘roofbox x2’’ position. Additionally, 10 insulators
of type 1 are placed along the train at both sides of
the inter-car gaps, considered as ‘‘spires’’ position.

Using the values given in Table 2, the insulators con-
tribute nearly 5% to the entire train’s aerodynamic
drag. In case of fluttering insulator sheds, this
amount would further increase (Insulator 4 vs.
Insulator 5, Table 2). These results agree well with
the observations and estimations from other studies
regarding the aerodynamic drag of roof compo-
nents.4–7 It confirms that the roof equipment, i.e. insu-
lators, has a significant impact on a train’s
aerodynamic resistance, and design, material, as well
as arrangement of the insulators, even at lower speeds,
should be chosen advisedly.

Conclusion

In the present study, the aerodynamic drag of
roof-mounted insulators was investigated. Different
boundary conditions as found on the roof of trains
were simulated. It could be shown that the drag coeffi-
cient behaves similar to that of a simple cylinder.
A subcritical, critical, and supercritical Reynolds
number regime could be observed for both cylinders
and insulators, with a slightly lower difference in the
drag coefficient between subcritical and supercritical
drag and an extended critical regime for the
insulators. Both the cylinder’s and insulator’s drag coef-
ficient depend strongly on the upstream flow conditions.
Furthermore, the impact of flexible insulator sheds
was investigated. It could be observed that the
insulators made of soft silicon (RTV, LSR) start to flut-
ter above a certain inflow velocity, causing a strong

Table 2. Relation of aerodynamic drag of different insulators compared to the total train drag at different velocities.

Insulator 1 Insulator 4 Insulator 5 Insulator 6

CD,ins/CD,train at

vave¼80 km/h

CD,ins/CD,train at

vave¼80 km/h

CD,ins/CD,train at

vave¼80 km/h

CD,ins/CD,train at

vave¼80 km/h

Undisturbed flow 0.28% 0.55% 0.52% 0.54%

Spires 0.20% 0.47% 0.45% 0.44%

Roofbox x2 0.12% 0.43% 0.40% 0.38%

CD,ins/CD,train at

vave¼130 km/h

CD,ins/CD,train at

vave¼130 km/h

CD,ins/CD,train at

vave¼130 km/h

CD,ins/CD,train at

vave¼130 km/h

Undisturbed flow 0.26% 0.52% 0.61% 0.52%

Spires 0.16% 0.45% 0.51% 0.40%

Roofbox x2 0.11% 0.41% 0.45% 0.37%
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increase in the drag coefficient for higher flow/train
speeds.

From the results of the investigation, the following
can be concluded:

. roof elements such as insulators and surge arresters
can be responsible for a considerable amount of a
train’s aerodynamic drag (about 5%),

. the drag contribution of each insulator strongly
depends on its shape, material, and position on
the train,

. in case of fluttering sheds, the drag of insulators
increases strong enough to affect the entire train’s
aerodynamic drag.

Furthermore, the simulation of roof elements in
studies regarding aerodynamic drag measurement
should be considered carefully. Ignoring the influence
of roof elements might result in a significantly under-
estimated drag coefficient. However, the strong
impact of the Reynolds number requires a detailed
analysis of scaling parameters, as in scaled experi-
ments it is very likely only the subcritical regime can
be investigated.

Regarding an analysis of the durability of the
insulators with flexible sheds, it can be assumed
that the increased converted energy in case of flut-
tering causes an accelerated aging of the insulators.
The comparison of Insulators 4 to 6 shows that the
onset of fluttering depends on material and geom-
etry of the sheds (thickness of the sheds, diameter
ratios). All of the three insulators are equipped with
unsymmetrical and rather slim sheds, i.e. different
curvatures on bottom and top side, which creates a
lift force acting on the sheds. This lift is supposed to
strongly support the onset of fluttering, especially on
thin material. Therefore, besides using less flexible
material, symmetrical-shaped sheds and a thicker
design should be opted for an improved fluttering
behavior.
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Note

a. For Insulators 4 and 5, the drag force has been calculated

using A¼ 2 Aproj because the insulators in reality are
twice as high as investigated in the wind tunnel (cf.
Table 2). This implies a light underestimation of the

drag coefficient compared to Insulator 6, as the bound-
ary layer impact is doubled as well. Therefore, the upper
part coefficient is considered as ‘‘undisturbed flow’’ con-

dition in all cases.
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